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          CVE-2012-3401
          
        	
          6.8
        	
          
            The t2p_read_tiff_init function in tiff2pdf (tools/tiff2pdf.c) in LibTIFF 4.0.2 and earlier does not properly initialize the T2P context struct pointer in certain error conditions, which allows context-dependent attackers to cause a denial of service
          

        	
          13-02-2023 - 00:25
        	
          13-08-2012 - 20:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-0841
          
        	
          5.0
        	
          
            libxml2 before 2.8.0 computes hash values without restricting the ability to trigger hash collisions predictably, which allows context-dependent attackers to cause a denial of service (CPU consumption) via crafted XML data.
          

        	
          13-02-2023 - 00:23
        	
          21-12-2012 - 05:46
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-0773
          
        	
          9.3
        	
          
            The NetStream class in Adobe Flash Player before 10.3.183.18 and 11.x before 11.2.202.228 on Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux; Flash Player before 10.3.183.18 and 11.x before 11.2.202.223 on Solaris; Flash Player before 11.1.111.8 on Android 2.x and 3.x;
          

        	
          30-01-2023 - 18:00
        	
          28-03-2012 - 19:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-0883
          
        	
          6.9
        	
          
            envvars (aka envvars-std) in the Apache HTTP Server before 2.4.2 places a zero-length directory name in the LD_LIBRARY_PATH, which allows local users to gain privileges via a Trojan horse DSO in the current working directory during execution of apach
          

        	
          14-09-2022 - 19:51
        	
          18-04-2012 - 10:33
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5071
          
        	
          6.4
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, and 5.0 Update 36 and earlier allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality and integrity, related to JMX
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:53
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3216
          
        	
          2.6
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, 5.0 Update 36 and earlier, and 1.4.2_38 and earlier allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality via unk
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5079
          
        	
          5.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, 5.0 Update 36 and earlier, and 1.4.2_38 and earlier allows remote attackers to affect integrity via unknown v
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5085
          
        	
          0.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, 5.0 Update 36 and earlier, and 1.4.2_38 and earlier allows remote authenticated users to have an unspecified 
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5075
          
        	
          5.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, and 5.0 Update 36 and earlier allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality, related to JMX.
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5069
          
        	
          5.8
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, and 5.0 Update 36 and earlier allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality and integrity via unknown vec
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3159
          
        	
          7.5
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, and 6 Update 35 and earlier, allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality, integrity, and availability via unknown vectors relate
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5077
          
        	
          2.6
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, 5.0 Update 36 and earlier, and 1.4.2_38 and earlier allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality via unk
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3143
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, and 5.0 Update 36 and earlier allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality, integrity, and availability,
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5083
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, 5.0 Update 36 and earlier, 1.4.2_38 and earlier, and JavaFX 2.2 and earlier allows remote attackers to affect
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5089
          
        	
          7.6
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, and 5.0 Update 36 and earlier allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality, integrity, and availability,
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5072
          
        	
          5.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, and 6 Update 35 and earlier, allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality via unknown vectors related to Security.
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5073
          
        	
          5.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, 5.0 Update 36 and earlier, and 1.4.2_38 and earlier allows remote attackers to affect integrity via unknown v
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5068
          
        	
          7.5
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, and 6 Update 35 and earlier, allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality, integrity, and availability via unknown vectors relate
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5084
          
        	
          7.6
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, 5.0 Update 36 and earlier, and 1.4.2_38 and earlier allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality, integr
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5086
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, and 6 Update 35 and earlier, allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality, integrity, and availability via unknown vectors relate
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5081
          
        	
          5.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, 5.0 Update 36 and earlier, and 1.4.2_38 and earlier allows remote attackers to affect availability, related t
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-4416
          
        	
          6.4
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, and 6 Update 35 and earlier, allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality and integrity via unknown vectors related to Hotspot.
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-1531
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, 6 Update 35 and earlier, 5.0 Update 36 and earlier, and 1.4.2_38 and earlier; and JavaFX 2.2 and earlier; allows remote attackers to a
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-1532
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier and 6 Update 35 and earlier allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality, integrity, and availability via unknown vectors related 
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-1533
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) component in Oracle Java SE 7 Update 7 and earlier, and 6 Update 35 and earlier, allows remote attackers to affect confidentiality, integrity, and availability via unknown vectors relate
          

        	
          13-05-2022 - 14:52
        	
          16-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-4245
          
        	
          6.8
        	
          
            The scriptfu network server in GIMP 2.6 does not require authentication, which allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary commands via the python-fu-eval command.
          

        	
          07-02-2022 - 18:57
        	
          31-08-2012 - 18:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2011-4339
          
        	
          3.6
        	
          
            ipmievd (aka the IPMI event daemon) in OpenIPMI, as used in the ipmitool package 1.8.11 in Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 6, Debian GNU/Linux, Fedora 16, and other products uses 0666 permissions for its ipmievd.pid PID file, which allows local users
          

        	
          03-02-2022 - 19:59
        	
          15-12-2011 - 03:57
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-0724
          
        	
          9.3
        	
          
            Adobe Flash Player before 11.2.202.229 in Google Chrome before 18.0.1025.151 allow attackers to cause a denial of service (memory corruption) or possibly have unspecified other impact via unknown vectors, a different vulnerability than CVE-2012-0725.
          

        	
          08-09-2021 - 17:19
        	
          06-04-2012 - 20:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-0725
          
        	
          9.3
        	
          
            Adobe Flash Player before 11.2.202.229 in Google Chrome before 18.0.1025.151 allow attackers to cause a denial of service (memory corruption) or possibly have unspecified other impact via unknown vectors, a different vulnerability than CVE-2012-0724.
          

        	
          08-09-2021 - 17:19
        	
          06-04-2012 - 20:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-2687
          
        	
          2.6
        	
          
            Multiple cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities in the make_variant_list function in mod_negotiation.c in the mod_negotiation module in the Apache HTTP Server 2.4.x before 2.4.3, when the MultiViews option is enabled, allow remote attackers to in
          

        	
          06-06-2021 - 11:15
        	
          22-08-2012 - 19:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3972
          
        	
          5.0
        	
          
            The format-number functionality in the XSLT implementation in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote attackers to obtain sensit
          

        	
          09-09-2020 - 14:51
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3961
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the RangeData implementation in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote attackers to execute arb
          

        	
          28-08-2020 - 14:23
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3968
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the WebGL implementation in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote attackers to execute arbitra
          

        	
          28-08-2020 - 14:23
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3957
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Heap-based buffer overflow in the nsBlockFrame::MarkLineDirty function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote attackers to e
          

        	
          28-08-2020 - 14:12
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3956
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the MediaStreamGraphThreadRunnable::Run function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote atta
          

        	
          28-08-2020 - 14:09
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-1975
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the PresShell::CompleteMove function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote attackers to exe
          

        	
          28-08-2020 - 13:44
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-1972
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the nsHTMLEditor::CollapseAdjacentTextNodes function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote 
          

        	
          28-08-2020 - 13:33
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-1970
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Multiple unspecified vulnerabilities in the browser engine in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allow remote attackers to cause a denial
          

        	
          28-08-2020 - 13:30
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3976
          
        	
          4.3
        	
          
            Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 do not properly handle onLocationChange events during navigation between different https sites, which allows remote attackers to spoof the X.509 certificate inform
          

        	
          26-08-2020 - 20:39
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3963
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the js::gc::MapAllocToTraceKind function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote attackers to
          

        	
          26-08-2020 - 20:38
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3960
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the mozSpellChecker::SetCurrentDictionary function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote at
          

        	
          26-08-2020 - 20:37
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3959
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the nsRangeUpdater::SelAdjDeleteNode function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote attacke
          

        	
          26-08-2020 - 20:36
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-1976
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the nsHTMLSelectElement::SubmitNamesValues function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote a
          

        	
          26-08-2020 - 20:36
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-1974
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the gfxTextRun::CanBreakLineBefore function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote attackers
          

        	
          26-08-2020 - 20:36
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-1973
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the nsObjectLoadingContent::LoadObject function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote attac
          

        	
          26-08-2020 - 20:35
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3967
          
        	
          9.3
        	
          
            The WebGL implementation in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 on Linux, when a large number of sampler uniforms are used, does not prope
          

        	
          14-08-2020 - 17:21
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-0772
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            An unspecified ActiveX control in Adobe Flash Player before 10.3.183.18 and 11.x before 11.2.202.228, and AIR before 3.2.0.2070, on Windows does not properly perform URL security domain checking, which allow attackers to execute arbitrary code or cau
          

        	
          30-10-2018 - 16:26
        	
          28-03-2012 - 19:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-0768
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            The Matrix3D component in Adobe Flash Player before 10.3.183.16 and 11.x before 11.1.102.63 on Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and Solaris; before 11.1.111.7 on Android 2.x and 3.x; and before 11.1.115.7 on Android 4.x allows attackers to execute arbitrary
          

        	
          30-10-2018 - 16:26
        	
          05-03-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-0769
          
        	
          5.0
        	
          
            Adobe Flash Player before 10.3.183.16 and 11.x before 11.1.102.63 on Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and Solaris; before 11.1.111.7 on Android 2.x and 3.x; and before 11.1.115.7 on Android 4.x does not properly handle integers, which allows attackers to ob
          

        	
          30-10-2018 - 16:26
        	
          05-03-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2006-4514
          
        	
          7.5
        	
          
            Heap-based buffer overflow in the ole_info_read_metabat function in Gnome Structured File library (libgsf) 1.14.0, and other versions before 1.14.2, allows context-dependent attackers to execute arbitrary code via a large num_metabat value in an OLE 
          

        	
          17-10-2018 - 21:37
        	
          30-11-2006 - 23:28
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-1960
          
        	
          5.0
        	
          
            The qcms_transform_data_rgb_out_lut_sse2 function in the QCMS implementation in Mozilla Firefox 4.x through 13.0, Thunderbird 5.0 through 13.0, and SeaMonkey before 2.11 might allow remote attackers to obtain sensitive information from process memory
          

        	
          29-12-2017 - 02:29
        	
          18-07-2012 - 10:26
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2011-3102
          
        	
          6.8
        	
          
            Off-by-one error in libxml2, as used in Google Chrome before 19.0.1084.46 and other products, allows remote attackers to cause a denial of service (out-of-bounds write) or possibly have unspecified other impact via unknown vectors.
          

        	
          29-12-2017 - 02:29
        	
          16-05-2012 - 00:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3978
          
        	
          6.8
        	
          
            The nsLocation::CheckURL function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 does not properly follow the security model of the location objec
          

        	
          19-09-2017 - 01:35
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3980
          
        	
          9.3
        	
          
            The web console in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, and Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7 allows user-assisted remote attackers to execute arbitrary JavaScript code with chrome privileges via a cr
          

        	
          19-09-2017 - 01:35
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3969
          
        	
          9.3
        	
          
            Integer overflow in the nsSVGFEMorphologyElement::Filter function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote attackers to execut
          

        	
          19-09-2017 - 01:35
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3966
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allow remote attackers to execute arbitrary code or cause a denial of service (memory corruption) via 
          

        	
          19-09-2017 - 01:35
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-5166
          
        	
          7.8
        	
          
            ISC BIND 9.x before 9.7.6-P4, 9.8.x before 9.8.3-P4, 9.9.x before 9.9.1-P4, and 9.4-ESV and 9.6-ESV before 9.6-ESV-R7-P4 allows remote attackers to cause a denial of service (named daemon hang) via unspecified combinations of resource records.
          

        	
          19-09-2017 - 01:35
        	
          10-10-2012 - 21:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3974
          
        	
          6.9
        	
          
            Untrusted search path vulnerability in the installer in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, and Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7 on Windows allows local users to gain privileges via a Trojan horse e
          

        	
          19-09-2017 - 01:35
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3958
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the nsHTMLEditRules::DeleteNonTableElements function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote 
          

        	
          19-09-2017 - 01:35
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3962
          
        	
          9.3
        	
          
            Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 do not properly iterate through the characters in a text run, which allows remote attackers to execute
          

        	
          19-09-2017 - 01:35
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3970
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the nsTArray_base::Length function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote attackers to execu
          

        	
          19-09-2017 - 01:35
        	
          29-08-2012 - 10:56
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-3964
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Use-after-free vulnerability in the gfxTextRun::GetUserData function in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Firefox ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, Thunderbird before 15.0, Thunderbird ESR 10.x before 10.0.7, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allows remote attackers to exe
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          CVE-2013-0415
          
        	
          6.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in Oracle Sun Solaris 10 allows local users to affect confidentiality, integrity, and availability via unknown vectors related to the Bind/Postinstall script for Bind package.
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          CVE-2013-0399
          
        	
          6.6
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in Oracle Sun Solaris 9 and 10 allows local users to affect confidentiality, integrity, and availability via unknown vectors related to Utility/Umount.
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          CVE-2013-0400
          
        	
          6.6
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in Oracle Sun Solaris 9 and 10 allows local users to affect confidentiality, integrity, and availability via unknown vectors related to Filesystem/cachefs.
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          CVE-2013-0407
          
        	
          4.6
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in Oracle Sun Solaris 10 and 11 allows local users to affect availability via unknown vectors related to Kernel/DTrace Framework.
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          CVE-2012-1971
          
        	
          9.3
        	
          
            Multiple unspecified vulnerabilities in the browser engine in Mozilla Firefox before 15.0, Thunderbird before 15.0, and SeaMonkey before 2.12 allow remote attackers to cause a denial of service (memory corruption and application crash) or possibly ex
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          CVE-2012-0569
          
        	
          3.3
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability Oracle Sun Solaris 10 allows local users to affect confidentiality and integrity via unknown vectors related to Install/smpatch.
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          CVE-2011-2697
          
        	
          6.8
        	
          
            foomatic-rip-hplip in HP Linux Imaging and Printing (HPLIP) 3.11.5 allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code via a crafted *FoomaticRIPCommandLine field in a .ppd file.
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          CVE-2011-2964
          
        	
          6.8
        	
          
            foomaticrip.c in foomatic-rip in foomatic-filters in Foomatic 4.0.6 allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code via a crafted *FoomaticRIPCommandLine field in a .ppd file, a different vulnerability than CVE-2011-2697.
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          CVE-2008-6536
          
        	
          10.0
        	
          
            Unspecified vulnerability in 7-zip before 4.5.7 has unknown impact and remote attack vectors, as demonstrated by the PROTOS GENOME test suite for Archive Formats (c10).
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          CVE-2012-2982
          
        	
          6.5
        	
          
            file/show.cgi in Webmin 1.590 and earlier allows remote authenticated users to execute arbitrary commands via an invalid character in a pathname, as demonstrated by a | (pipe) character.
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          11-09-2012 - 18:55
        
	
          
            
          
        	
          CVE-2012-2983
          
        	
          5.0
        	
          
            file/edit_html.cgi in Webmin 1.590 and earlier does not perform an authorization check before showing a file's unedited contents, which allows remote attackers to read arbitrary files via the file field.
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          CVE-2012-2981
          
        	
          6.0
        	
          
            Webmin 1.590 and earlier allows remote authenticated users to execute arbitrary Perl code via a crafted file associated with the type (aka monitor type name) parameter.
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          11-09-2012 - 18:55
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